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East and Southeast Asia represents a linguistically and culturally diverse region. For example,
more than 700 languages are spoken in Indonesia alone. It is against this backdrop of
diversity that the ten countries that comprise Association of South East Asian Nations
(ASEAN) have recently signed the ASEAN Charter which, while calling for respect for the
region’s languages, cultures and religions also officially nominates English as ASEAN’s
working language. In this article, we examine the language education policies of the region
and consider the implications of these policies for the maintenance of linguistic and cultural
diversity on the one hand and the promotion of English and the respective national languages
on the other. As ASEAN is closely connected to the three major countries of China, Japan and
South Korea, as indicated by the ‘ASEAN + 3’ forum, we also include these countries here.
We stress that, as space forbids an in-depth treatment of the language education policies of
each of the 13 countries, we have chosen to describe and discuss in some depth the policies
of 5 countries (China, Indonesia, Japan, the Philippines and Vietnam), as these provide a
cross-section of language policy contexts and approaches in the region. We add brief notes
on the policies of the remaining countries.
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1. Introduction and background23

East and Southeast Asia is the most linguistically diverse region on earth, with some 2,500 of24
the world’s 6,700 languages being found in Asia (Lewis 2009). Given this diversity, it is not25
surprising that language education has been a key policy pre-occupation in East and Southeast26
Asia in the period following the Second World War. The post-war period, for many countries27
of the region, is the period in which they achieved independence from colonial governments.28
Independence has typically brought with it a focus on the development of national identities29
and economies which in turn has entailed modernisation and, more recently, integration30
into the global economy. Within this context, language has played an important role, both in31
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terms of national consolidation through national languages and in terms of foreign language32
learning in the context of economic development and modernisation. For the countries33
of the region, English has played a particularly significant role as a foreign language in34
education.35

While national languages have been strongly supported in education systems, there is36
concern, however, that many of the languages of the region are threatened as they, with few37
exceptions, are not included in schools’ curricula (e.g. Nolasco 2008; Feng & Adamson 2015).38
Instead, generally speaking, the nations of the region are promoting their respective national39
languages along with English. This means that English is the major ‘foreign’ language taught40
throughout the region and its inclusion in primary schools’ curricula is often at the expense41
of local languages (Coleman 2010; Hadisantosa 2010; Kirkpatrick 2012).42

This article examines the language education polices of a selection of the nations of43
Southeast and East Asia by considering the countries that constitute the ASEAN + 3 forum.44
The majority of nations of East and Southeast Asia participate in this forum, which functions45
as a coordinator of co-operation between ASEAN1 and three East Asian nations: China, Japan46
and South Korea. The focus of the ASEAN + 3 forum is currently primarily economic, but47
ASEAN leaders have confirmed that politics, especially security, and socio-cultural issues48
will be an integral part of the planned ASEAN Community, established at the end of 201549
(ASEAN 2015). This regional grouping thus represents a key element of Asian collaboration50
and its member nations have many similarities that justify considering it as a grouping for51
discussing language education policy.52

The purpose of this article is first to review the language education polices of these nations.53
As the total number of countries which comprise the region under review is 13, it will be54
impossible to provide a full review of the language education policies of each. Instead we55
will review the relevant policies of what we hope offers a representative cross-section of the56
countries, while noting that a common characteristic to almost all the countries here is one57
of their linguistic and cultural diversity. The countries to be treated in some depth are China,58
Indonesia, Japan, the Philippines and Vietnam. Reference to the other countries will be made59
where relevant. We shall also consider the potential impact of current language education60
policies upon the languages of the region. As will be noted, almost all these countries promote61
their respective national languages and prioritise English as the first ‘foreign’ language that62
students will learn in school. We will therefore address a number of questions including:63

• will the implementation of such policies be likely to lead to a reduction in the number64
of Asians who are multilingual in Asian languages?65

• will the diverse linguistic landscape of the region gradually be replaced by an66
increasing trend towards monolingualism in the national language for the majority67
and bilingualism in the national language and English for the elite?68

• might the elite, in some cases, even develop English as their first language?69

Language policy is an inherently ideological process (Liddicoat 2013) and a number of70
ideologies have shaped the existing language education policies of the East and Southeast71

1 ASEAN comprises Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Thailand, Singapore and
Vietnam.
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Asian region. The nation-building practices of East and Southeast Asia have often been72
influenced by the one nation-one language ideology that developed alongside the rise of the73
nation-state in Europe in the 18th and 19th centuries. This ideology is an innovation of74
the European post-Enlightenment and historically linguistic uniformity was not considered75
as fundamental for the operation of a polity in Asia or elsewhere. As May notes, pre-76
enlightenment empires were not based on a requirement for linguistic uniformity but77
rather were ‘quite happy . . . to leave unmolested the plethora of cultures and languages78
subsumed within them – as long as taxes were paid’ (May 2012: 6). While this perhaps79
simplifies an extremely complex situation, and elites would undoubtedly have been required80
to become literate in languages of power, the notion of one language for one nation would81
have been foreign. The one nation-one language ideology received impetus particularly82
from the rationalist nation-building agenda of the French Revolution, which argued for83
a single language for the French state in two ways. The first is a pragmatic rationale:84
a common language allows effective communication and access to state institutions and85
political functions. The second was symbolic: a single language creates and represents a86
single, unified identity. This ideology was exported from Europe to the rest of the world in the87
wake of European colonial expansion and had become established as a linguistic truism at88
the time of nation-state formation in Asia in the wake of decolonisation in the 20th century,89
although its influence can be traced to earlier periods, notably to the emergence of the90
Japanese nation-state in the Meiji period (Liddicoat & Heugh 2014). One consequence of91
this has been that many Asian nation-states have opted for officially monolingual language92
policies, although some states such as Singapore and Malaysia have established multilingual93
policies. Even in these cases, however, as we shall show, the pragmatic rationale of the one94
nation-one language ideology has often led to one language being privileged over others for95
intranational communication.96

The Asian region has also been influenced by a number of newer ideologies that97
relate more specifically to language education. In particular, there has been a prevailing98
ideology of pragmatism in the framing of the educative purpose of language education.99
Language learning is seen as being primarily for the purpose of economic development,100
often accompanied with agendas of modernisation and internationalisation. This ideological101
positioning of language learning favours an orientation to languages spoken outside the102
nation-state, especially those perceived as having a significant international role (Liddicoat103
2013). In the Asian context, economic pragmatism as a rationale for language education has104
typically intersected with ideologies of English as THE global language (Pennycook 2000). It105
is as if there is a belief, as articulated by Mizamura and cited by Yoshihari & Carpenter, that106
‘the act of acquiring knowledge is wholly dependent on the language one knows. The less107
English one knows the less access one has to global knowledge’ (Yoshiri & Carpenter 2015:108
4). It is also the case that English has come to be seen, at least in some countries, as a vehicle109
for disseminating one’s own knowledge and world view internationally.110

The focus on English in Asia is very apparent in the language policies of the ASEAN.111
The ten countries that comprise ASEAN signed the ASEAN Charter in 2009. The Charter112
privileges English by making it the sole working language of the community, but, in so doing,113
simply officially ratifies what had been common practice in the first 40 years of ASEAN’s114
existence (Kirkpatrick 2010). Nevertheless, the official recognition of English as the sole115
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working language will provide further impetus for the learning of English in the region’s116
schools, and this, as we shall illustrate below, is already being seen by the earlier and earlier117
introduction of English into the curricula of almost all the member states. At the same time118
as privileging English, however, the Charter also seeks to inculcate ‘respect for the different119
cultures, languages and religions of the peoples of ASEAN while emphasising their common120
values in the spirit of unity in diversity’ (Article 2). As such, ASEAN represents a search for a121
new identity for which language education policy will need to play an essential role (Tochon122
2015). English is to play a vital role in the development of this ASEAN identity. As pointed out123
by the Secretary General of ASEAN himself, Le Luong Minh, ‘With the diversity in ASEAN124
reflected in our diverse histories, races, cultures and belief systems, English is an important125
and indispensable tool to bring our Community closer together’ (ASEAN 2013). We shall126
also therefore consider below the extent to which respect of different cultures, languages and127
religions, is reflected in language education polices and how this might be balanced against128
the promotion of English.129

The one nation-one language ideology and the pragmatic rationale for language learning130
have combined in many Asian nations to exert a constraining pressure of language policy131
that has often conflicted with the multilingual realties of these nations. This, as we shall132
demonstrate, has led to the promotion of national languages across the region.133

2. Language education policies: Country reviews134

The most recent iteration of language education policies of each of the selected countries135
will be described and the impact and potential consequence of any changes will be critically136
considered. The countries whose language policies will be reviewed and considered in depth137
are China (including Hong Kong), Japan, Indonesia, the Philippines and Vietnam. These138
countries have been selected as they represent the diversity that can be found within the139
region. CHINA provides a typical example of a country which is rigorously promoting the140
national language along with English at the expense of Chinese languages. JAPAN represents141
a country that has rigorously denied internal linguistic diversity in which English has been142
introduced alongside the national language. Indonesia is the only country of the region which143
has not made English a compulsory subject at primary school. Even though or, perhaps,144
because it is extremely linguistically diverse, with over 700 language spoken, INDONESIA145
makes little attempt to introduce local languages as languages of education or as subjects,146
instead focusing on the promotion of the national lingua franca, Bahasa Indonesia. THE147
PHILIPPINES, where more than 170 languages are spoken, represents a contrast in that it148
has recently abandoned its Bilingual Education Policy (BEP) which privileged English and149
Filipino as the two languages of instruction in schools and adopted a new policy of mother150
tongue-based multilingual education (MTB-MLE). VIETNAM represents an example of a151
country where French functioned as the official language during the French colonial period.152
It has suffered many years of civil war followed by national partition, when different language153
policies were adopted in North and South Vietnam. The current situation is the consequence154
of the policies of the North being introduced to the whole country on reunification in 1975,155
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but with the subsequent opening up of the country re-evaluating the importance of English,156
which has now become the first foreign language taught throughout the country.157

The region under discussion (ASEAN + 3) is linguistically and culturally highly diverse but158
where a number of major languages are spoken by the majority of the population. This means159
that the great majority of the region’s languages are spoken only by a small number of people.160
As such, it reflects the international situation where 94% of the world’s population speak 6%161
of its languages while 6% speak 94% of its languages (Romaine 2015: 33). As Romaine points162
out, if education does not promote the study of a particular language, ‘the state in effect moves163
children from a minority to the dominant group’ (2015: 33). Or, rather, this is the state’s aim,164
even though it may not always be successful. The importance of including languages as165
languages of education is further stressed by Coleman (2010) who notes that the removal of166
languages from the curriculum undermines their status as parents tend to urge their children167
to focus on the languages taught in the school at the expense of the home language. In our168
review and discussion of the language education policies, we shall keep these points in mind169
and consider the extent to which these polices may or may not be promoting languages and170
the possible implications of this for the languages in question. We shall also keep in mind the171
notion that ‘Historically, it is precisely the isolation and separation of minority communities172
that has most favoured the preservation of their languages’ (Anderson & Uribe-Jongbloed173
2015: 134). Does this mean that globalisation necessarily threatens the continued use of many174
of the world’s minority languages? This is a further question we shall consider in the following175
review and discussion.176

2.1 China177

China has been involved in serious language reform since the dying days of the last imperial178
dynasty in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, and this reform has been continued under179
the rule of the Chinese Communist party since 1949. An early motivation for reform of the180
Chinese language was the desire to modernise. The difficulty of learning to write Chinese181
meant that only a small minority of people were literate. At the beginning of the twentieth182
century, the newly established Education Ministry predicted that it would take many years183
to make ‘even 5% of the population literate’ (Woodside & Elman 1994: 532). The fact that

Q2

184
Japan had successfully modernised and was proving far stronger than China and that one185
reason for this success was linked to Japan’s language reform – in particular the proposal186
to reduce the number of Chinese characters (kanji) and increase the use of kana – added187
further impetus to the Chinese desire for language reform. While some scholars, such as188
Qian Xuantong, went as far as calling for the abolition of the Chinese language (Ramsey189
1989: 3), in the event, language reform first adopted the vernacular style, bai hua, to replace190
the centuries old literary style wen yan. Over many decades, language reform also saw the191
simplification of several hundred Chinese characters – the traditional characters are still192
used in Hong Kong and Taiwan – and the development of an alphabetic script, pinyin.193
It should be stressed, however, that the pinyin script was never intended to replace the194
characters, but merely act as an aid for Chinese children learning to write Chinese (Pine &195
Yu 2012).196
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The overall aim of these reforms was to create a national language that could be read197
by an increasing majority of the population. The Chinese Communist Party has also198
promoted the variety of spoken Chinese based on the Northern dialect, Mandarin, as199
the national or ‘common’ language, Putonghua. As is noted below, the ‘Chinese language’200
comprises a number of varieties, many of which are mutually unintelligible. Promoting201
a variety of Chinese that could not only be read by the majority, but also understood202
by the majority became a key part of the government’s language reform agenda. This203
aim is reflected in The National Language Law of China (Kirkpatrick & Xu 2001) (see204
also www.gov.cn/english/laws/2005-09/19/content64906.htm), as this proscribes the use of205
Chinese languages other than the national lingua franca, Putonghua Mandarin, as languages206
of education. This, in effect, means that other Chinese languages cannot be taught in schools.207
Even, therefore, in Guangdong province, which is the home of the Cantonese language,208
Cantonese cannot be taught in the school system, either as a medium of instruction (MoI),209
or as a subject. Hong Kong, which will be discussed separately below, remains, with the210
exception of neighbouring Macao, the only place where Cantonese is taught in the school211
system. To underline the significance of this, it is worth pointing out that Cantonese is one212
of the major Chinese languages of China. Chinese is a superordinate term and that there213
are seven major Chinese language groups, all of which are further subdivided into lesser214
language or dialect groups (Ramsey 1989). Mandarin is the most widely spoken since the215
government decided to promote it as the national language. Shanghainese (or Wu to give216
the language group its official name) has 77 million speakers and Cantonese (or Yue) has217
more than 56 million speakers (Ostler 2010: 227). The Min language group comprises Min218
Nan Hua (Southern Min, of which Hokien is a variety) and which is also the major language219
of Taiwan and spoken widely among the Chinese diaspora (Li Wei & Zhu Hua 2010). The220
Xiang, Hakka and Gan languages make up the seven major groupings. It is important to221
underline that the spoken forms of these languages are mutually unintelligible. It is worth222
reiterating that none of these Chinese languages, with the exception of Mandarin, can be223
used, officially at any rate, as languages of education in China today.224

In contrast, the languages spoken by the national minority groups in China – and, officially225
there are 55 of these, but in fact rather more than this – can be taught as media of MoI226
and subjects in schools. A recent major research project coordinated by Feng & Adamson227
(2015) has investigated how successful trilingual education has been implemented in a cross-228
section of Chinese schools across the country. The aim, not always explicitly stated, is for229
ethnic minority Chinese to become trilingual and thus to be able to learn their first language,230
Putonghua and English. In fact, at least four different models of trilingual education were231
identified, namely the accretive model, the balanced model, the transitional model and the232
depreciative model (Adamson & Feng 2015: 244ff.). The accretive model sees the teaching233
of the first language as the MoI for the first three years of primary school, and Putonghua234
and English taught as subjects. In primary 4, Putonghua takes over as the MoI and the235
first language remains taught as a subject. The balanced model is found in schools where236
there is an equal or significant proportion of ethnic minority students alongside Han Chinese237
students. Such schools may see two streams, with one using the ethnic language as the MoI238
and one using Putonghua as the MoI. Depending on the stream, Putonghua or the first239
language are taught as subjects as is English. The transitional model prioritises Chinese240
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ahead of minority languages where ‘Chinese and, to a lesser extent, English, are viewed as241
key languages for the children’s futures’ (Adamson & Feng 2015: 248). Although these schools242
may use the first language as an MoI in the early years, Chinese takes over as the MoI from243
primary 3 and all subjects, other than English, are taught in Putonghua. The fourth model,244
the depreciative model, promotes bilingualism in Chinese and English and the outcome is245
‘almost universally the loss of the minority language’ (Adamson & Feng 2015: 250).246

The accretive and balanced models tend to be found in more homogenous – and thus247
remote – areas, and the transitional and depreciative models in more heterogeneous areas,248
such as cities. But, as Feng & Adamson point out, many schools in ethnic minority regions249
actually teach only Chinese and, possibly, English. ‘The L1 is either inadequately incorporated250
or missing’ (Feng & Adamson 2015: 10). These findings are supported by Ding (2015), whose251
study of Prinmi, a language spoken in Southwest China, concludes that children are being252
taught monolingually in Mandarin and that this ‘coupled with extensive use of Mandarin253
in broadcast media is undoubtedly responsible for the language attrition reported by these254
younger speakers of Prinmi’ (Ding 2015: 25).255

Where the languages are perceived to have an economic value, there is more success.256
Thus success is reported in the case of Korean and Mongolian, but in the cases of languages257
indigenous to China such as Zhuang and Yi, the success rate is much lower, to the extent that,258
for example, many Zhuang are now first language speakers of Putonghua (Feng & Adamson259
2015).260

Alongside the promotion of Putonghua and the rather less successful promotion of261
trilingualism among the ethnic minorities, the Chinese government has strenuously promoted262
the teaching of English so that it is now a compulsory subject in all primary schools from263
Grade 3. In 2008 there were 163.71 million Grade 3 to undergraduate students learning264
English in China; this gives an idea of the extent of the policy, to say nothing of the numbers265
of English teachers required (Wen 2012). There is no doubt that English has become China’s266
second language of education, far outstripping any of the Chinese languages or languages267
of China. While this article will not consider the languages of higher education, it is worth268
noting that an increasing number of Chinese universities now offer courses through the269
medium of English. A list of these is provided at the Chinese Universities and Colleges270
Admissions System website (www.cucas.edu.cn/). And an insight into the attitudes of senior271
Chinese government officials can be gleaned from the remarks made by the then Premier, Zhu272
Rongji, when, in 2001, he visited his alma mater, the School of Economics and Management273
at Beijing’s prestigious Tsinghua University. ‘I hope all classes will be taught in English. I274
don’t worship foreign languages. But we need to exchange our ideas with the rest of the275
world’ (China Varsities to Teach in English 2001). This shows the prevalence of the ideology276
that English provides the global vehicle for knowledge exchange in thinking about English in277
China.278

To conclude this short section on Chinese language education policy, the Chinese279
government has attempted to promote the languages of ethnic minority students, Putonghua280
as the national language and English as the first foreign language. But, as Feng & Adamson281
point out, these three policy strands have been implemented independently, with the282
result they ‘lack an underlying coherent theory of trilingual education’ (2015: 2). In effect,283
the National Language Law and the major impetus of the government’s policy promote284

http://www.cucas.edu.cn/
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Putonghua as the national language. At the same time, English is the most learned ‘second’285
language in China, as it is a compulsory component of the curriculum from Grade 3 of286
primary school. The evidence from research into trilingual education indicates that many of287
the minority languages are being lost, with only those which have a clear economic value, such288
as Korean and Mongolian, being successfully taught and learned. Other Chinese languages,289
such as Cantonese and Shanghainese are not being taught as languages of education and it290
will be interesting to see if demand for these languages starts to develop among the speakers291
of these languages, as recent demonstrations in Guangzhou for Cantonese suggest. However,292
we would conclude that the current language polices in China will lead inexorably to the293
further promotion of Putonghua and English at the expense of other Chinese languages and294
the majority of the ethnic languages.295

2.1.1 Hong Kong296

The language education policy in Hong Kong has a complex history stretching from colonial297
times to the present day. Bolton (2012) provides a recent and informative account of this298
history. Here we provide a brief summary before describing some current research into299
trilingual education in Hong Kong’s schools (see also Wang & Kirkpatrick 2013).300

In the early decades of British colonial rule, Hong Kong had adopted a laissez-faire301
approach to language policy in school education (Sweeting 1991; Poon, Lau & Chu 2013)302
and this meant that the great majority of secondary schools chose to teach in English. Primary303
schools, on the other hand, adopted Chinese (Cantonese and standard written Chinese) as304
their medium of instruction. With a few exceptions, Cantonese remains the medium of305
instruction in Hong Kong’s government primary schools.306

Before the handover back to China in 1997, Chinese was the MoI in primary schools and307
English was the MoI in the great majority of secondary schools (Sweeting 1991; Poon 2000).308
A major reason why parents wanted their children taught through English in secondary309
schools was that, with the exception of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, the tertiary310
institutions use English as a medium of instruction (EMI). This remains true today, as six of311
the eight government-funded tertiary institutions are English medium and even the Chinese312
University of Hong Kong has recently significantly expanded its English medium classes (Li313
2013; Kirkpatrick 2014a).The Hong Kong Institute of Education is the only government-314
funded tertiary institution that has adopted an official trilingual policy and is thus the only315
institution which has a policy that supports the government’s current aim to make educated316
Hong Kong citizens trilingual in Cantonese, Putonghua and English, and biliterate in Chinese317
and English.318

In the decades before the 1997 Handover, a number of government-initiated reports319
recommended the use of Chinese as the MoI. But it was not until the publication in 1973 of the320
Green Paper on the proposed expansion of secondary education (Board of Education 1973)321
that the government recommended the use of Chinese as an MoI in junior secondary schools.322
‘Chinese should become the usual medium of instruction in lower forms of secondary schools;323
every effort should be made to develop good textbooks for all subjects written in Chinese,324
to train teachers capable of instructing through the medium of Chinese . . . ’ (Government325
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Secretariat 1981: 146). Parental pressure soon forced the government to change this position,326
however, (Sweeting 1991; Poon 2010) so that the 1974 White paper: Secondary education in Hong327
Kong over the next decade (Board of Education 1974) declared that ‘individual school authorities328
should decide themselves whether the medium of instruction should be English or Chinese329
for any subject in junior secondary forms . . . ’ (Government Secretariat 1981: 150). As a330
result, English remained the MoI in most secondary schools, although this was often more331
in name than in practice. Many schools adapted what has been called the textual translation332
method whereby classroom teaching involved the teachers translating the students’ English333
textbooks into Chinese (Luke & Richards 1982).334

Changes in policy were announced with the proclamation of the Sino-British Joint335
Declaration in 1984 (Bray & Koo 2004: 144). For instance, the Report of the working group336
set up to review language improvement measures (Hong Kong Education Department 1989: 73–74)337
advised that: (1) ‘English or Chinese can be equally effectively used as a medium of instruction338
up to A level for students studying in the one language or the other’ and (2) ‘English and339
Chinese are taught as subjects as effectively as possible, bearing in mind their roles as actual or340
future mediums of instruction for different groups of students’. Despite this, however, before341
the 1997 Handover, some 90% of secondary schools remained EMI (Sweeting 1991; So342
1996). In colonial Hong Kong, therefore, Chinese (defined as spoken Cantonese and written343
standard Chinese) was the MoI in primary schools, and despite occasional government344
attempts to promote Chinese as a MoI in junior secondary schools, English was the major345
MoI in secondary schools.346

After the handover in 1997, the Hong Kong government adopted the ‘biliterate and347
trilingual’ (����) policy. In 1999, Tung Chee Hua, the first Chief Secretary of the new348
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) noted that ‘It is the SAR Government’s349
goal to train our people to be truly biliterate and trilingual’ (Tung 1999, para. 69). The school350
curriculum was revised in 1998 to make Putonghua a compulsory subject in all primary351
and secondary schools. In addition to Cantonese being the MoI in primary schools, the352
government also ruled that only secondary schools which met certain criteria would be353
allowed to use EMI. As a result, only some 25% of secondary schools were designated as354
EMI schools. This was extremely unpopular with parents and the persistent demand from355
parents to increase the number of EMI secondary schools forced the government to ‘fine-356
tune’ the policy (Kan et al. 2011). As a consequence, from 2010, secondary schools have357
had the flexibility to choose which classes to teach in Chinese and which to teach in English358
(Kirkpatrick 2010). This has led to an increase in the number of EMI classes being taught in359
designated Chinese medium schools and a corresponding decrease in the number of classes360
taught through Chinese (Kan et al. 2011).361

As noted, since the 1997 Handover, the government has tried to promote a trilingual-362
biliterate policy and the use of Chinese as a medium of instruction beyond the primary363
school. At the same time, Putonghua has been introduced as a subject in all schools; and a364
number of primary schools have adopted Putonghua as a medium of instruction, in particular365
for the Chinese subject. However, the government has issued no guidelines for schools in how Q3366
they might use the three languages in education to best achieve the aim of producing trilingual367
and biliterate students. It thus remains unclear how the trilingual and biliterate policy is being368
implemented in Hong Kong primary schools. Recent studies indicated that different schools369
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are taking different approaches, but that there is no agreed model (Wang & Kirkpatrick370
2013). What is clear is that the use of EMI in six of the eight government-funded tertiary371
institutions – along with the use of EMI in the private tertiary institutions – means that372
parents will continue to demand EMI secondary education. This illustrates the importance373
of ensuring that language policy is articulated across all levels of education, from primary374
to tertiary in order to ensure a coherent implementation of policy. As it is, parental demand375
for English, driven by the universities’ policy of EMI, along with the rising demand for376
Putonghua as the ‘national’ language is likely to weaken the roles and status of Cantonese in377
the longer term. Nevertheless, it should be stressed that Hong Kong still retains the mother378
tongue of the great majority of its citizens, Cantonese, as the MoI in government primary379
schools. As such, it is the only region within China apart from Macao that is using a Chinese380
language, other than Putonghua itself, as a language of education.381

2.2 Japan382

Japan’s language education policy is set against a monoethnic myth of Japanese identity that383
derives largely from the emergence of the modern Japanese state in the Meiji period and384
which reinforces a monolingual, monocultural ideal of the Japanese state. The development of385
mass education in Japan involved processes of dialect levelling and the promotion of middle-Q2 386
class Tokyo Japanese as the standard national language (kokugo) (Calvetti 1992). Kokugo was387
mandated as the sole form of Japanese to be taught in schools in 1902 and its place has388
been maintained in contemporary Japanese education (Musha Doer 2008). Japanese is the389
only recognised MoI in government schools and is also a requirement for the accreditation390
of private schools. Historically, Japanese universities have used other languages asMoI.391
During the Meiji period (1868–1912), university classes in ‘western subjects’, especially392
science and technology, were delivered in European languages (English, French or German)393
as a strategy to develop knowledge of western theories and practices by reading foreign394
language documents (Amano 1990). However, with the emergence of Japanese as a victorious395
military power at the end of the 19th century, the impulse to westernise slowed down and396
a stronger nationalistic discourse emerged. Japan increasingly distanced itself from foreign397
language education in the period leading up to the Second World War as the dominant398
language taught, English, was increasingly perceived as an enemy language and therefore as399
a threat (Kitao & Kitao 1995) and a greater emphasis was placed on the role of Japanese in400
education (Amano 1990). Following the war, foreign language education at tertiary level was401
reinstated, but in 1991 its status was changed from a compulsory subject to an optional one402
and language enrolments subsequently decreased. This decrease affected English less than403
other languages, which are now mainly taught as second foreign languages to very small404
cohorts of students (Kakuharu 2007; Koishi 2011; Okada 2007; Sugitani 2010). Most of the405
languages offered in addition to English are European languages such as French, German and406
Spanish, although some Chinese is also taught. Japanese remains the dominant language of407
instruction at tertiary level, but there has been some recent movement to English as an MoI,408
most notably the Global 30 project, which seeks to establish degree programmes taught in409
English as Japanese universities (Ota 2011). The rationale for these programmes is, however,410
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to recruit international students, and at many universities enrolment in the programmes411
is prohibited for Japanese nationals (Hashimoto 2013). The Global 30 Project proved412
unsuccessful with only 22,000 of an anticipated 300,000 international students enrolling413
in the programme and has consequently been replaced by the Super Global Universities414
Project through which 13 of Japan’s top universities have been given additional funding415
to help them ‘internationalize’ (McKinley 2015). Yet, at tertiary level, in Japan, the policy416
remains predicated on a monolingual ideal, with some students acquiring a level of English,417
but where other languages, and especially languages of Asia, play a minimal role.418

The myth of the monoethnic state meant that internal diversity within Japan was not419
recognised and education was seen as a mechanism to create a uniform Japanese identity.420
For indigenous linguistic minorities such as the Ainu and the Rykuyu Islanders, this meant421
assimilation into the dominant ethnic group and representing linguistic diversity as defective422
Japanese (Liddicoat 2013). This ideological position effectively excluded minority languages423
from educational provision and the education of indigenous minorities has been predicated on424
assimilation to Japanese norms. For immigrant groups, the monoethnic myth has also usually425
led to their exclusion from educational policy (Liddicoat 2013). The immigrant population of426
Japan is composed of two main groups: (1) those who arrived prior to the end of the Second427
World War and immigrated as subjects of the Japanese Empire (frequently referred to as428
oldcomers) and (2) those who migrated more recently, particularly after 1980 (newcomers)429
(Mori 1997). The oldcomer population consists primarily of Koreans and Chinese, while430
the newcomer populations are predominantly people of originally Japanese origin who have431
migrated back to Japan from Latin America or Asia. Oldcomer populations have been432
resident in Japan since the colonial period but are not recognised as Japanese citizens. At the433
end of the Second World War, they were required to register as aliens and on the conclusion434
of the San Francisco Peace Treaty of 1951, which recognised the independence of former435
colonies, residents from those countries were considered to be foreigners (Chapman 2006).436
As foreigners, such people are technically outside the Japanese government’s responsibility437
for education and there has been no specific policy relating to their education, although they438
are able to attend Japanese schools. While schools do exist, which offer education in Korean439
or Chinese to children of immigrants, these schools are not accredited by the Ministry of440
Education and therefore lie outside accepted educational provision (Heinrich 2012).441

The beginning of return migration of ethnic Japanese from overseas has led to some442
consideration of the education of immigrants in Japan, but there are few policy documents443
for them and those that exist take the form of guidelines for educational provision for444
prefectural governments. In school education, educational policy is focused on programmes445
for Japanese as a second language. The Action plan on measures for foreign residents of Japanese446
descent (�����������������) (Council for the Promotion of Measures447
for Foreign Residents of Japanese Descent 2011) frames Japanese language education as an448
equity measure responding to the high drop-out rate of immigrant children from Japanese449
schools and their low levels of Japanese language acquisition. The original languages of450
immigrants are largely omitted from the discourse in these policies. The single exception451
is the teaching of Portuguese for students of Brazilian origin (Kojima 2013). These schools452
are operated by the Brazilian government and the Japanese government’s role is that of453
facilitating their operation. Brazilian schools, like most other ethnic schools in Japan, are454
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not accredited by the Japanese Ministry of Education as accreditation of private schools455
is based on their use of the Ministry’s curriculum, which is predicated on Japanese as the456
language of instruction. This means that minority languages of Japan are essentially located457
outside the context of formal, recognised Japanese education and the education system itself458
is predicated on a national language with some study of a foreign language, almost exclusively459
English.460

Foreign language education in schools has been a focus of Japanese language-in-education461
policy since the period following the Meiji restoration in 1868. In the 1890s, foreign language462
education was formally established for middle and higher secondary schools with English as463
the main foreign language. French and German were offered in high schools as a second464
foreign language.465

The current middle school curriculum in Japan for foreign language education466
is constructed around the idea of internationalisation (����� kokusaikakyouiku467
‘international education’). In policy discourses kokusaikakyouiku emphasises the development468
of western styles of communication, specifically communication in English (Kubota 2002;469
Liddicoat 2007a, 2007b, 2013). Although the choice of foreign language in middle school is470
theoretically open to a number of possible languages, policy documents (Monbusho 2002)471
explicitly state that foreign language should be normally understood as English. In the472
Japanese context, the development of communication in and through English is important473
and desirable for international objectives, but those objectives are envisaged in terms of the474
necessity for expressing Japanese identity and Japanese points of view in an international475
context (Hashimoto 2000). One important correlate of the need to articulate Japanese476
distinctiveness is that questions of self-expression in Japanese become closely integrated477
with policy about learning English. For example, in Education Minister Toyama’s press478
release announcing the introduction of the new course of study, the intersection between479
using English and the expression of Japanese viewpoints is developed quite strongly: ‘���480
�����������	�
��������������������481
�����������’ (It is also necessary for Japanese to develop their ability to482
clearly express their own opinions in Japanese first in order to learn English) (Toyama 2002).483
Here, and in other cases reported by Kubota (2002), language learning is subordinated to a484
form of clear thinking with a concern for Japanese people to be able to articulate Japanese485
viewpoints clearly in international contexts.486

In senior high school, the curriculum was revised for implementation in 2013 (MEXT487
2010). This new curriculum not only specifies the content for Japanese language instruction488
but also states that, in principle, English should be taught through the medium of English.489
This marks a movement away from older ways of teaching that emphasised the use of490
Japanese for instruction in foreign language classes in an attempt to increase the proficiency491
of high school graduates (Hashimoto 2013). This policy creates a conflict for many English492
teachers as the curriculum is predicated on a communicative approach to language teaching493
that emphasises fluency, while the assessment system privileges declarative knowledge about494
language and privileges accuracy in the application of grammatical rules. One consequence495
of this is that high school teachers may be reluctant to adopt teaching through English as496
they wish to continue to teach declarative knowledge, which cannot be comprehended by497
high school students when delivered in English (Glasgow 2014).498
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As one strategy to attempt to increase levels of English language attainment, Japan has499
begun a policy of introducing English language study earlier and in 2008 produced a500
curriculum for ‘foreign language activities’ (MEXT 2008) in primary schools. The curriculum501
is intended for fifth and sixth grade students. The focus of these classes is not so much language502
learning as cultural understanding and the introduction of English in primary education was503
not intended to establish a pathway from primary schooling onwards, but rather to provide504
an initial experience of learning before real language learning began in middle school. The505
status of foreign language activities is therefore somewhat ambiguous as it aims to introduce506
English in primary school, but is not intended to be the beginning of a course of study in507
English (Hashimoto 2011).508

Japanese language policy is fundamentally focused on the teaching and learning of the509
official standard language and this focus excludes minority languages from official educational510
contexts. The teaching and learning of minority languages usually occurs in unaccredited511
schools and outside state educational policy. Alongside the focus on standard Japanese, Japan512
has a focus on English as a foreign language, almost to the exclusion of other languages513
from the school and university curriculum. While English is strongly supported in policy,514
there is also a concern about the low levels of achievement of Japanese students in English.515
Government policy has sought to deal with this by introducing English into the primary516
school and by mandating English as the normal language of English teaching, especially at517
high school level. These two policy responses, however, are problematic as English in the518
primary school has an ambiguous position in English learning and the use of English in high519
school classes creates a conflict between the pedagogical aim and the realities of assessment.520

Contemporary Japanese language policy ensures the acquisition of the national language521
for all those educated within the Japanese education system, together with widespread522
teaching of English in schools and at university, although as an option. It is questionable523
what level of English is actually acquired by the majority of Japanese students and this has524
become a policy problem, which to date seems to have defied solution. Few languages other525
than English are present at any level of Japanese education and enrolments are small. Very526
few Japanese are likely to become bilingual in Japanese and another Asian language as few527
study these languages other than heritage speakers, who are required to learn the language528
outside the official school system. The framing of Japan as a monoethnic state and the529
political discourses which accompany this would seem to provide a very difficult context in530
which to promote a policy discussion of linguistic diversity and even render problematic some531
aspects of foreign language teaching and learning. The focus of the education system is on532
the national language and English.533

2.3 Vietnam534

Vietnam’s language policy since 1945 has largely focused on the rehabilitation of the535
Vietnamese language, which had been eclipsed under French colonialism, and the536
development of foreign language teaching that has focused on a limited number of languages537
that have changed in emphasis over time. During the French colonial period, French538
functioned as the official language of the colony. During this time the local languages of539
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the country were subordinated to the colonial language. Vietnam claimed independence540
from France in 1945 but France reclaimed the colony soon after independence and remained541
until 1954. The period 1945–1954 was characterised by the return of French colonial control542
and Vietnamese resistance (Franco-Vietnamese war). In the French controlled urban areas,543
French was re-established as the language of government and schooling, while Vietnamese544
was promoted in Vietnamese-controlled remote and rural areas (Thinh 2006).545

The end of the war saw the partition of Vietnam under the Geneva Accord and different546
language policies were adopted in the North and South. In the North, Vietnamese became547
the sole official language and the sole language of instruction at all levels. Russian, Chinese,548
French and English were taught as foreign languages. Of these, the languages associated549
with North Vietnam’s political alliances (Russian and Chinese) predominated, although550
Chinese declined as the result of political tensions resulting from the Sino-Soviet split of the551
1960s and ongoing tensions between China and Vietnam. The languages associated with552
colonialism and capitalism (French and English) played only a minor role (Nguyen 2011;553
Nguyen 2012). One significant feature of language policy in North Vietnam following 1945554
was the implementation of a wide-scale adult literacy campaign. Adult literacy had already555
been a part of the agenda of the Communist Party in the 1930s and mass literacy was seen by556
the party as a key element for both socialism and modernisation. The plan was implemented557
during the 1945–1954 war in areas held by the Communist resistance with some success558
and later throughout North Vietnam as part of the 1956–1958 three-year plan, at the end559
of which the government claimed that literacy levels had been raised to 93% (Malarney560
2012). In the South, however, the introduction of Vietnamese as a language of government561
and schooling was slower and French was maintained until 1968, when the government562
established Vietnamese as the only language of instruction, although with exceptions for the563
teaching of sciences (De Francis 1977). French was taught as a foreign language alongside564
English and, although French was originally the stronger language, English increased in565
influence in the South as the result of American involvement and influence, a situation that566
was reinforced by the British Council and the Colombo Plan (Thinh 2006).567

The reunification of Vietnam in 1975 extended the policy of the North to the whole568
country, with the teaching of Russian being extended into the South. French and English569
were eclipsed in the South as the languages of national and political enemies amid fears570
of political discrimination for those associated with these languages (Nguyen & Kendall571
1981). Enrolments in English decreased dramatically with the University of Ho Chi Minh572
City teaching English to only 12 students by 1985 (Thinh 2006). This changed from 1986573
when the Sixth National Congress of the Vietnamese Communist party introduced đổi mới574
(renovation), with an emphasis on expanding foreign relations and adopting a market-oriented575
economy. Prior to đổi mới, foreign language education had been largely restricted to the576
upper secondary level, but from 1986, it began to be introduced into lower secondary school577
education (Le & Do 2012). In line with the economic aims of đổi mới, English came to be seen578
as indispensable for development of the country, although according to Decree 3521/DH579
of 1986, Russian was still to be the main foreign language to be taught (Thinh 2006). The580
texts of Vietnamese language policy documents have usually adopted a plurilingual focus on581
foreign language education. From the 1990s, however, English has come to be privileged as582
the main foreign language studied by Vietnamese students. For example, a Prime Ministerial583
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order of 15 August 1994 requiring government officials to learn a foreign language stated that584
this language would normally be English (Thinh 2006). In 2010 the Ministry of Education585
and Training (MOET) listed English first on its list of six languages assessed in the high586
school graduation examinations and specified English as a requirement for graduation from587
colleges and universities (Nguyen 2012). Given the focus on English outside education policy588
itself, English quickly became the predominant foreign language at all levels of education589
(Denham 1992). By 1995 about three-quarters of all high school students studied English,590
with Russian as the next most studied language (16%) and negligible numbers of students591
studying Chinese or French (0.5% each) (Nguyen 2012). By 2005, English accounted for592
99% of the foreign language learning in Vietnamese junior secondary schools, with French,593
Russian and Chinese accounting for the remainder.594

In 2008 the government introduced a plan for language education (Resolution 1400) for595
the period 2008–2020 (Government of Vietnam 2008). Resolution 1400 argued for increased596
learning of English in terms of the need for Vietnamese people to work in internationalised597
contexts and also of the importance of English for the country’s modernisation and598
industrialisation. The Resolution was communicated to educational institutions through599
a circular on the enactment of the policy in the national education system (MOET 2014).600
This circular was intended as an initial step to implement the new policy by communicating601
it to institutions and teachers. However, Nguyen (2014) has found that few teachers have seen602
or are aware of the circular or the new policy.603

Resolution 1400 promoted an earlier start for English, beginning from third grade. This604
decision institutionalised what was already becoming a common practice in many Vietnamese605
schools as a result of local pressure for English learning. English was made an optional subject606
in primary school from third grade in 1996 with an allocation of 80 minutes per week and, as607
a consequence, was adopted in many schools (Nguyen 2011). In parts of Vietnam, especially608
in Ho Chi Minh City, many primary schools had begun teaching English from grade one609
by 1998, often without qualified teachers (Thuy Anh 2007). A curriculum for English in610
primary school was introduced in 2003, with a time allocation of 70 hours per year again611
from third grade (Nguyen 2012). Compulsory primary school English was to be introduced612
progressively with targets of 20% of students studying English initially, increasing to 70% by613
2015 and 100% by 2020. A similar system of staged targets has been created for tertiary level:614
10% of the graduating cohort in 2010–2011; 60% in 2015–2016 and 100% in 2019–2020.615
Resolution 1400 also allows students to take an optional additional language from Grade 6616
(Government of Vietnam 2008). The target of Resolution 1400 is therefore for all Vietnamese617
students to study English from Grade 3 to tertiary graduation by 2020.618

Resolution 1400 also instituted the use of the Common European Framework of Reference619
(CEFR) as an element of Vietnamese foreign language education. In particular, the policy620
stated that students were to attain level A1 of the CEFR by the end of primary school and A2621
at the end of secondary school. The implementation of the CEFR is, however, quite limited as622
the Vietnamese translation contains only the tables of the common reference levels, omitting623
the explanations of the levels and all of the pedagogical and explanatory material (Nguyen624
2014). Even with this limited version of the CEFR, Nguyen (2014) argues that there is an625
implied a shift in language pedagogy from existing grammar-translation or audiolingual626
models to a more interculturally oriented programme if teachers are to teach the CEFR627
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levels. There is also an explicit pedagogical change included in Resolution 1400 in the form628
of the introduction of content and language integrated learning (CLIL) (see Coyle, Hood &629
Marsh 2010) as a language teaching methodology, with a specific emphasis on the teaching630
of mathematics and sciences (Government of Vietnam 2008).631

Teacher supply has been an ongoing problem for the provision of English at all levels. In632
the 1970s, to address the shortage of qualified language teachers, people without teaching633
qualifications were accepted as teachers if they had knowledge of the language to be taught634
(Nguyen 2012). Given the focus of foreign language learning at the time, the initiative largely635
affected teachers of Russian. The rapid escalation of English teaching and the commensurate636
decline in Russian left an oversupply of Russian teachers and an acute shortage of English637
teachers and a number of programmes were developed to retrain teachers of Russian as638
teachers of English, although the implementation of these was problematic (Le 2007). The639
teacher shortage has become particularly significant following the introduction of English into640
primary schools as few teachers have been educated as primary school language teachers. As641
a result, teachers in primary schools are either qualified to teach in secondary schools or are642
not qualified to teach English (Le & Do 2012; Nguyen 2011). The situation for primary school643
teachers of English is aggravated by contract-based employment practices and the lack of644
security in their positions (Nguyen 2011). Nguyen 2014 argues that the implied pedagogical645
shift in Resolution 1400 makes teacher quality increasingly problematic as few teachers are646
aware of, or have the knowledge base to implement, an interculturally oriented pedagogy.647
In an attempt to overcome the problem of teacher quality that has resulted from the use of648
unqualified or underqualified teachers in primary schools, the government has attempted649
to regulate the requirements for primary school teachers and now requires them to hold a650
tertiary degree in English language teaching and to have a level of proficiency at or above651
B2 on the CEFR (Nguyen 2011). However, this requirement does not seem to be rigorously652
implemented. This is hardly surprising as, in tests conducted in 2013, 83% of primary school653
English teachers fell below the B1 level, 87% of lower secondary school English teachers fell654
below the B2 level and 92% of upper secondary school English teachers fell below the CI655
level (Dudzik & Nguyen 2015). This gives some idea of the immensity, if not impossibility, of656
the task facing Vietnam in its push to provide English across the school system.657

Minority languages have been a focus of education in Vietnamese policy, although much658
of this policy has not been implemented. The 1946 Constitution recognised the right for659
minorities to be educated in their own languages (Kosonen 2013). Kosonen argues that this660
inclusion of minority languages derives from the influence of language policy in the Soviet661
Union and also the linguistic and cultural diversity of the Communist Party in Vietnam.662
The constitution after 1946 included minority languages, but with weaker formulations663
than the 1946 Constitution, and none has recognised the right to education in a minority664
language although all, including the current constitution, recognise the right to use minority665
languages. The place of minority languages in education is, however, recognised in other666
policy documents. For example, the Vietnamese Education Law of 2005 recognises that667
ethnic minority children should be able to learn their languages in schools and that the use668
of minority languages would enable better access to knowledge (Kosonen 2013). In spite of669
this relatively supportive policy, little has actually been done to include minority languages670
in education. A small number of minority languages have been included in pilot projects671
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in which the languages are taught as a subject for a relatively restricted part of the school672
week (Kosonen 2006). These pilot projects are vulnerable as they depend on the funding673
allocated to the pilot project and are unlikely to be sustainable at the end of this funding.674
The Department of Ethnic Minority Education does little work in the area of education in675
minority languages, having as its main priority the improvement of Vietnamese language676
proficiency.677

Vietnam’s language education policy places literacy in Vietnamese language as the central678
policy objective for all students. This focus has been a constant of the country’s policy from679
the reunification of the country and continues a policy that has existed from independence680
in the North and which had gradually become established in the South.681

The focus on Vietnamese literacy has left little place in Vietnamese schools for the country’s682
minority languages in education, in spite of policy documents that appear to be supportive683
of these languages. The foreign language curriculum of Vietnamese schools has moved from684
a Russian focus to an English focus in a relatively short period of time, as a response to the685
changing political and economic context. English is now the predominant foreign language686
taught and is being introduced earlier and earlier in Vietnamese schools. Other foreign687
languages exist in schools, and universities, but their teaching is now very restricted.688

In the Vietnamese context, language policy has come increasingly to focus on the provision689
of the national language for all learners, with at best token programmes for local minority690
languages alongside the national language. The languages of Asia have not been much691
present although Chinese was originally available as the language of a fellow Communist692
power. The policy in Vietnam is currently open in which there is a bilingual objective that693
includes learning of Vietnamese and English, but with low level attainment in English and694
little evidence that English will be widely spoken at high levels of ability, except among a695
limited elite.696

2.4 Indonesia697

During most of the Dutch colonial period (1800–1942), education of local Indonesians was ad698
hoc. There were many local religious schools that focused on teaching Arabic, in the case of699
Islamic schools, and Sanskrit, in the case of Hindu schools. There were also various Christian700
missionary schools that mainly catered for Christian populations. Widespread education of701
the local population was not a priority of the colonial government, but there was recognition702
that an educated local group was needed to support administration. Where education was703
provided, the colonial government’s educational policy was pluralistic and offered a European704
education to a small, local elite in Dutch, and, where education was provided to others, using705
local languages or Malay, with Dutch taught as a subject (Groeneboer 1998). The spread706
of Dutch language education was very limited and Groeneboer estimates that by 1940 only707
about two per cent of the population were competent in Dutch. On the eve of the Second708
World War, the Dutch had decided upon a policy in which the education of Indonesian709
locals would include instruction in both Dutch and Indonesian, but this policy was never710
implemented. During the Japanese occupation (1942–1945) Indonesian was instituted as the711
normal language of instruction. The choice of ‘Indonesian’ as the national language is itself712
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worth noting as it was based on the Malay spoken only by a very small percentage of the713
population precisely because it would not advantage speakers of major language such as714
Javanese and was also seen to be a more democratic language than Javanese, a language in715
which hierarchy and status are linguistically signalled (Bernard 2003).716

With the declaration of independence in 1945, Indonesian became the official language of717
schooling at all levels. However, during the early years of the Republic, education was severely718
disrupted by ongoing armed conflict between the Dutch and Indonesians, and it was not719
until the Dutch recognised Indonesian sovereignty in 1949 and withdrew their troops that720
Indonesia was able to implement its educational policy. A main educational priority of the721
post-independence government was to improve literacy, understood as literacy in Indonesian,722
from the very low levels that had pertained under the Dutch administration. The institution723
of Indonesian as the only language of instruction in schools precluded other local languages724
from the educational domain.725

This does not mean that such languages were not used as often teachers resorted to use of726
these languages with children who did not speak Indonesian (Nababan 1991). This situation727
was recognised in Law 20/2003, which allowed some role for local languages at the initial728
level of instruction if they were necessary for student comprehension, but this was a pragmatic729
response to students arriving in schools with low levels of Indonesian rather than an opening730
of the school domain to these languages (Candraningrum 2008). Some regional languages,731
notably Javanese, have been included in the curriculum as local content subjects (mata pelajaran732
muatan lokal). These subjects have a limited space in the curriculum and, when introduced,733
were specifically intended to address local educational needs. Although the minimal provision734
of languages as local content subjects did not really address the needs of students who spoke735
these as first languages, they did provide a space in the curriculum where such languages736
were included. There is evidence of support for local languages in regional and provincial737
policies; for example, the Badung Regency has recently introduced a policy that Balinese will738
be used in schools in Bali every Friday (Canangkan ‘dina Mabasa Bali’ tiap Jumat 2016).739
Even so, the place of local languages in education remains limited.740

The government began to establish departments of English at university level, beginning741
in 1949 at the Universitas Nasional Jakarta. English is typically a compulsory requirement in742
most university programmes. Before finishing higher education studies, from undergraduate743
to post-graduate degrees, students are required to take an English proficiency test, usually in744
the form of the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL). Other languages, notably745
French, Chinese and Japanese, are taught at tertiary level in Indonesia, but the number of746
institutions teaching these languages and the number of students studying them remains small747
(Darmojuwono 2010; Sunendar 2006). Arabic is taught in Islamic universities, but mainly748
for students studying courses in religion and Islamic law.749

English was firmly established in the curricula for junior and senior high schools in 1967750
in a decree issued by the Ministry of Education and Culture (No. 096/1967), which declared751
English to be the first foreign language to be studied in Indonesian schools and defined the752
goals of English language teaching. Although English was given central importance, other753
European languages – French, German and Dutch – continued to be taught in senior high754
schools, usually in addition to English (Candraningrum 2008; Nababan 1991). In 1989,755
Law 2/1989 established English as a compulsory subject in secondary schooling, a policy756
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change which effectively terminated the teaching of other foreign languages, although they757
had been gradually losing ground from the 1960s. The text of Law 20/2003 modifies this758
requirement requiring a foreign language (Bahasa acing) as compulsory, but not specifying the759
language. However, as English was already strongly entrenched this change in wording had760
little impact on practice. Nonetheless, some languages, notably Chinese, have begun to find a761
space in Indonesian schools, especially private schools, while Arabic has always had a role as762
a language of religion in Islamic schools. Although English was a compulsory subject, student763
achievement continued to be low and poor results for students in national examinations of764
English has long been the norm (Mistar 2005). The poor results are usually attributed to765
teacher quality, and there is significant evidence that Indonesian teachers of English frequently766
lack adequate proficiency in English and have limited professional knowledge as language767
teachers.768

English has begun to challenge the place of Indonesian as the sole language of instruction769
in schools. Law 20/2003 introduced the concept of ‘International Standard Schools’ (Sekolah770
Bertaraf Internasional (SBI). The adoption of the International Standard School programme771
was driven by a demand for strong competitive skills in technology, management and human772
resources development in this era of globalisation (Haryanto 2012). The law decreed that773
local governments were to organise at least one school at each level of education as an774
International Standard School. Decree 78/2009 required schools to develop two discipline775
areas – English and information communication technology – and to use EMI in science776
and mathematics. These schools therefore represented a movement away from the use of777
Indonesian as the normal medium of instruction in schools. The use of English is also778
associated with elite education, and the SBI schools typically charge very high fees. This779
means this form of education is restricted to the wealthy (Coleman 2011b). In reality, however,780
the quality of education provided is highly varied and studies have shown that many teachers781
do not in fact have adequate English language levels to be able to teach or the pedagogical782
knowledge to be able to teach content in a foreign language (Coleman 2011b; Haryanto783
2012). The development of these SBIs was the end point of a process that had begun with784
Law 28/1990, which allowed for English to be used for the teaching of subjects such as science785
(Candraningrum 2008), but which had had little impact on actual educational practice. These786
schools proved unpopular as they were seen as privileging the wealthy elite; Coleman quotes a787
headmaster only half-jokingly, saying ‘our motto is berTARAF internasional and berTARIF Q3788
internasional (international STANDARD and international FEES)’ (Coleman 2011b: 9).789
Indeed, these schools have now been ruled unconstitutional, but it is unclear whether the790
ruling will mean the end of these schools or whether they will be reinvented under a different791
name.792

The official introduction of English into the national curriculum of primary schools is793
a much later development. In 1990 a Presidential decree (28/1990) allowed English to be794
taught from the fourth grade. This opened space in the curriculum for English, without795
making it a requirement or providing direction for its teaching. In 1993 the MEC issued a Q4796
decree (No. 60/U/1993) that allowed English to be taught in primary schools from Grade797
4 as an optional local content subject in cases where there was a demand for it in the798
local community and a qualified teacher was available. English as a local content subject799
has tended to displace local languages from schools (Hadisantosa 2010) as schools can offer800
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only a limited number of such subjects and English frequently takes the place of the local801
language.802

The movement to include English in primary schools results from evidence that student803
English learning outcomes in secondary schools are limited and that an earlier start for804
learning would improve levels of attainment (Dardjowidjojo 1998, 2000; Sadtono 2007). The805
status of English as local content was ratified in 2006 by a decree of the Ministry of National806
Education (Departemen Pendidikan Nasional) (22/2006). This decree also specified that English807
should be taught at least once a week and for 70 minutes. The decree also required that English808
be taught in alignment with a set of competency standards (Standar Kompetensi Lulusan) framed809
in terms of the four macro-skills (Departemen Pendidikan Nasional 2006). The development810
of competency standards for primary English creates a problem for understanding the nature811
and purpose of English as an optional local content subject. Essentially, these competencies812
have little meaning in the system as a whole as English language learning in junior secondary813
school presupposes no prior learning. The status and relevance of primary school English is814
therefore unclear in Indonesian policy.815

Although Decree 22/2006 ties primary school English to competency statements, the816
government has issued no national curriculum for English primary school. The lack of a817
national curriculum is consistent with the status of English as a local content subject since818
curricula for such subjects are developed locally in response to local needs. There is, however,819
an expectation that regions and provinces will develop their own curricula, but to date only820
East Java Province has done so. As there is no centrally developed curriculum, responsibility821
for developing primary school curricula is often left to individual teachers in schools, and in822
the primary context this represents a significant problem as many English teachers are823
unqualified and do not have the requisite knowledge to develop their own curriculum824
(Hawanti 2014). This reflects an overall limited linguistic and professional competence amongQ5 825
primary school teachers of English (Sikki et al. 2013), which in turn reflects an absence of826
education programmes to prepare such teachers and the widespread employment of teachers827
who are not qualified to teach English (Hawanti 2013?2014). In the majority of government828
schools, English was taught for two periods a week as a ‘local content subject’. This is also, in829
the main, how local languages are taught. As these local content subjects are not examined830
at the national level, they are not treated very seriously by the teachers (Hawanti 2013).831

In late 2012, the Ministry of Education introduced a controversial educational policy832
proposal and announced that it was formulating a new curriculum to take effect in July 2013.833
The new curriculum for English is organised around a traditional macro-skills approach, but834
this structure occurs in a document that advocates the adoption of a scientific (or discovery)835
approach to learning. English is again treated as a local content subject, and is typically taught836
for two 35-minute periods a week. The lack of fit between the pedagogical recommendations837
and the macro-skills focus appears to be causing problems for teachers in understanding838
the implementation of the curriculum in junior and senior high schools (Hawanti 2015). As839
Hawanti notes, a lack of resources and inadequately prepared/trained teachers has led to ‘a840
chaotic ad hoc relationship between the policy of introducing English in primary schools and841
the school system itself’ (2015: 169).842

The 2013 curriculum removed English from its previous status as a local content subject843
to an extracurricular activity in primary schools, but there is little indication as yet what this844
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means in practice, although there has been much opposition to the perceived downgrading845
of the language. The new Indonesian curriculum was implemented country-wide for just846
one semester (the first semester of the 2014–2015 school year) and then stopped. At the847
moment just 6,500 schools are still ‘piloting’ the new curriculum, while the remaining 193,000 Q6848
(approximately) schools have returned to the previous curriculum. The selected 6,500 are the849
privileged schools which were also ‘piloting’ the same curriculum in 2013–2014 and some of850
them were also the former and now unconstitutional ‘international standard schools’. The851
current situation is that the elite state schools are using the new curriculum while the rest852
continue with the old curriculum. At the moment of writing, therefore, the policy position of853
English in the primary curriculum is unclear although English is still taught in most schools854
in much the way it was prior to the introduction of the new curriculum and the problems855
that existed prior to the introduction of the curriculum continue to exist. Even though the856
Minister of Education is insistent that the new curriculum will be implemented nation-wide857
in 2015, serious doubts remain over the feasibility of this. In any event, language education Q7858
policy in Indonesia is promoting Indonesian as the national language with the probable859
consequence of a reduction in the numbers of speakers of many of the other languages of860
Indonesia and English remains the second language of education, even if it is not uniformly861
promoted through the primary system.862

2.5 The Philippines863

One country in the region under consideration that seems to be embracing multilingual864
education is the Philippines. The bilingual education policy (BEP) was introduced in 1974865
and the revised version made EMI for science, maths and English, and the newly ‘created’866
national language, Filipino, the medium of instruction for the other subjects (Dekker & Young867
2005). This bilingual policy is worth particular discussion for two related reasons. First, the868
Philippines is a multilingual country with some 170 languages. Prior to the introduction of869
the BEP, vernacular languages had been allowed as MoI in the first two years of primary870
school, with English taking over in Grade 3. The second point worthy of mention is that871
Filipino, the national language, is, in fact derived heavily from Tagalog, the language spoken872
in and around the capital, Manila, and has some 4 million native speakers. This does873
not make it the language with the most native speakers in the Philippines – Cebuano has874
more than six million if all its dialects are included (Thompson 2003: 29). In order to875
make the national language look less like the regional language spoken in the capital, the876
National Language Institute (Komisyon sa Wikang Filipino) was commissioned to create a new877
language which would use Tagalog as the base language but would be formed ‘from all878
existing Philippine languages’ (Gonzalez 1996: 328; Kirkpatrick 2010: 37). In effect, Pilipino,879
rechristened Filipino to make it sound less Tagalog-like, as Tagalog does not have the F sound,880
remained Tagalog with extras. The BEP therefore meant that children who were not Tagalog881
speakers – and this included all who were not from the Manila region – went to primary882
school and had to learn in two new languages: English and Filipino. It has taken many years883
of lobbying by committed proponents of multilingual education for the policy to be revised. In884
2009 the Department of Education issued the order ‘Institutionalising Mother Tongue-Based885
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Multilingual Education’ (MTB-MLE) (http://mothertongue-based.blogspot.com/). Article886
1 of this new policy avows ‘the superiority of the use of the learner’s mother tongue or first887
language in improving outcomes . . . ’888

This move to MTB-MLE has recently been further strengthened by President Benigno889
Aquino signing the Enhanced Basic Education Act in May 2013 (Republic of the Philippines890
2013). This Act increases free education for Filipinos to 13 years, comprising one year of891
kindergarten and six years each of primary and secondary schooling. Section 4 of the Act892
reads, in part:893

For kindergarten and the first three (3) years of elementary education, instruction, teaching materials and894
assessment shall be in the regional or native language of the learners. The Department of Education shall895
formulate a mother language transition program from Grade 4 to Grade 6 so that Filipino and English896
shall be gradually introduced as languages of instruction until such time when these two (2) languages897
can become the primary languages of instruction at the secondary level.898

For the purposes of this Act, mother language or first language refers to language or languages899
first learned by a child, which he/she identifies with, is identified as a native language user900
of by others, which he/she knows best, or uses most. This includes Filipino sign language901
used by individuals with pertinent disabilities. The regional or native language refers to the902
traditional speech variety or variety of Filipino sign language existing in a region, area or903
place.904

Despite the definitions of mother language or first language given above, 19 languages905
(originally there were12) have been identified as languages of instruction. They are Tagalog,906
Kapampangan, Pangasinense, Ilocano, Bicol, Cebuano, Hiligaynon, Waray, Tausug,907
Maguindanaoan, Maranao, Chabacano, Ybanag, Ivatan, Sambal, Aklanon, Kinaray-a,908
Yakan and Surigaonon. These are mainly regional lingua francas, rather than mother tongues,909
but they have been identified, because they have a standardised orthography and can therefore910
be used as languages of education, although materials will have to be developed and teachers911
trained to teach in these languages. It seems unlikely, at this stage in any event, that many of912
the actual mother tongues and languages with which children may identify will be adopted913
as languages of instruction. The development of an orthography is an extremely painstaking914
and resource-demanding process. In their reports of their work on developing Lilubuguan,915
the language spoken by the Lubuguan people of the Northern Philippines, the scholars916
involved make clear that not only is time needed, but also that the active participation of the917
local community is essential (Dekker & Young 2005). It took several years of work before the918
language was ready to be introduced as a medium of instruction and the materials developed919
(Dekker & Young 2005). The effort was worth it, however, given that the children who were920
taught in Lilubuguan outperformed the children being taught through Filipino and English921
across the first three grades of primary school in all subjects, including Filipino and English922
(Walter & Dekker 2008).923

Although the Enhanced Basic Education Act looks like a triumph for MTB-MLE,924
many proponents remain disappointed that it is restricted to the early years of primary925
school. In an open letter to the Philippines Senate, ten prominent supporters are pushing926
for the programme to be implemented across all six years of primary education. Ricardo927
Nolasco, who has been advocating for the adoption of full MTB-MLE for many years,928

http://mothertongue-based.blogspot.com/
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has expressed uncertainty about the positive outcomes of the new policy. ‘The requisites929
for carrying out a strong version of MTB-MLE in our country are simply not there930
at present. I have predicted that it would take three to five years before the situation931
becomes better’ (p.c.). In an article to the Philippine Enquirer of 13 September 2013932
(http://opinion.inquirer.net/61025/castrated-mtb-mle), Nolasco has also questioned the933
motives behind the recent addition of an introductory clause to the law which was934
absent in the original formulation. The additional clause reads, ‘The curriculum shall935
develop fluency in Filipino and English, provided that the learners’ first and dominant936
language shall serve as the fundamental language of education’. Nolasco argues that937
his new clause signals that the government’s policy is MTB-MLE in name only, but a938
BEP in practice. What is clear, however, is that the Philippines government has officially939
recognised the value of local languages as languages of education and this represents940
a marked shift from the former BEP. President Aquino’s hope is that for Filipinos to941
‘become trilingual as a country. Learn English well and connect to the world. Learn942
Filipino well and connect to your country. Retain your dialect and connect to your heritage’943
(http://philbasiceducation.blogspot.co.uk/2013/10/languages-in-philippines-challenge-944
for.html). Nevertheless, the top-down approach, which required the new policy to be945
implemented immediately, raises serious doubts about whether it will be successful. As946
Nolasco pointed out in a further article to the Philippine Enquirer of 23 August 2015, English947
remains the MoI in many primary schools and teachers are being trained haphazardly, if at948
all, and that the materials are either non-existent or not up to standard. It remains to be949
seen, therefore, whether the MTB-MLE policy becomes nationally implemented and with950
what success, and whether the President’s hopes can be realised. A nation-wide scheme to951
evaluate the success of the MTB-MLE policy has recently been launched and its findings952
will be most informative (Metila & Pradilla 2016).953

2.6 Notes from other countries954

As noted earlier, there is not enough space to give detailed accounts of the language education955
polices in the other countries of the region. Instead, here we note a few recent developments956
which we hope will be of interest and value to readers. One country which has seen a957
comparable shift of position to the one described above for the Philippines is Malaysia.958
Since independence in 1957, the government has commissioned various reports and adopted959
various measures generally aimed at strengthening the position of ethnic Malays and the960
Malay language itself. For example, the National Economic Policy, which was implemented961
after the serious race riots of 1969, saw the gradual implementation of Malay as the MoI in962
all schools (Kirkpatrick 2010). The policy was planned to articulate with the tertiary sector, as963
the first Malay-medium university, Universtii Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM), was established964
in 1970, while the other universities were required to shift to Malay-medium instruction.965
The results of this promotion of Malay as the medium of instruction were later judged to966
be unsatisfactory. As Gill (2007) noted, many graduates from Malaysian universities were967
monolingual in Malay and thus unemployable outside government agencies. This led to the968
implementation of a new policy in 2002 whereby English was re-introduced as the medium969

http://opinion.inquirer.net/61025/castrated-mtb-mle
http://philbasiceducation.blogspot.co.uk/2013/10/languages-in-philippines-challenge-for.html
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of instruction for maths and science from the first year of primary school. This, in turn,970
was judged to be unsuccessful as children from poorer and rural areas were found to be971
failing in maths and science, while, at the same time, teachers of maths and science with972
proficient enough English to teach these subjects through English proved hard to find (Gill973
2012). As a result, Malaysia saw a ‘re-reversal of language-in-education policy’ (Gill 2012:974
45). Bahasa Malaysia has now been reinstated as the medium of instruction. Vernacular975
languages, which, in the Malaysian context means Chinese and Tamil, can also be used as976
MoI for those schools. The Malaysian government has therefore reinstated Malay, along with977
Chinese and Tamil, as languages of education and, in so doing, is adopting a policy that can978
be compared with the polices adopted in Hong Kong and the Philippines although, in the979
Philippines the situation is linguistically far more diverse and complex.980

Most other states in the ASEAN + 3 group have a focus on the national language as the981
dominant language of education, along with English, as the only foreign language taught. In982
Thailand, Thai is the mandated language of education, with English taught as the exclusive983
foreign language. Thailand’s minority languages are almost entirely excluded from education,984
except in a small number of pilot programmes funded by external agencies (Draper 2013).985
The language policy of Laos is very similar, with English introduced from Grade 3, replacing986
French, the former colonial language (Kirkpatrick 2012). There is very limited teaching987
of minority languages, in spite of opposition to the Lao language among some minorities988
such as the Hmong (Kosonen 2013). Cambodia has similarly replaced the colonial language,989
French, as the normal foreign language, and English is now taught from Grade 5 (Kirkpatrick990
2012). Khmer is the main language of schooling but there are some mother-tongue education991
programmes, although these are mainly pilot programmes and cover only some minorities992
(Kosonen 2013; Thomas 2002). Nevertheless a recent report (Kosonen 2016) is optimistic,993
noting that a Multilingual Education National Action Plan was launched in 2015 with the994
express purpose of increasing the provision of mother tongue education. Myanmar is in the995
process of developing a new language education policy which may see the promotion of local996
languages as languages of education. A native speaker of Mon, Yen Snaing, reports that at997
school everything was done in the Myanmar language. He was only able to learn Mon secretly998
and unofficially in a local monastery, but he is not literate in Mon and feels orphaned from999
his mother tongue (Yen 2015). At present, however, the focus is on the Myanmar language,1000
the language of the majority, and on English, which is taught as a subject from the first year1001
of primary school, as the MoI for maths and science in upper secondary school and as the1002
MoI in tertiary education.1003

Brunei introduced a bilingual (dwibahasa) policy in 1984 which involves both standard1004
Malay (the local vernacular is Brunei Malay) and English as MoI (Jones 2007). The subjects1005
in which and the grades at which the two languages are used as languages of education1006
have altered over the years. Initially, Malay was the medium of instruction for the first three1007
years of primary school and then English became the MoI for science, maths, geography,1008
history and technical subjects. In 2011, however, in stark contrast to the new policy in1009
Malaysia, English was introduced as the MoI for maths and science from primary 1. Generally1010
speaking, Brunei’s bilingual policy has probably been more successful than elsewhere in1011
ASEAN even though remote areas have limited access to English (Martin & Abdullah1012
2002).1013
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Table 1 The National language and English in education in ASEAN + 3 (Updated from
Kirkpatrick 2010: 63)

Country Medium of Instruction First Foreign Language (Year of Introduction)

Brunei∗ Malay and English English (primary 1 as MoI)
Burma Burmese English (primary 1)
Cambodia∗∗ Khmer English (primary 5) (French also offered)
China∗∗ Putonghua English (primary 3)
Indonesia∗∗ BI English (secondary 1)
Japan Japanese English (primary 1 ‘experience classes’)
Korea Korean English (primary 3)
Laos Lao English (primary 3)
Malaysia Malay and Vernacular English (from primary 1)
Philippines Local languages English (from primary 1 as MoI)
Singapore English Malay/Mandarin/Tamil (primary 1)
Thailand Thai English (primary 1)
Vietnam∗∗ Vietnamese English (primary 3 in selected schools)

∗The Arabic script, jawi, is introduced from primary 3.
∗∗Some bilingual education for minority groups in early primary.

Singapore also has a bilingual language education policy, although this is more accurately1014
described as English + 1. English is the MoI for all schools and students also study their1015
‘mother tongue’ as a subject. ‘Mother tongue’ is in scare quotes, because the government has1016
ruled that all ethnic Chinese, Indians and Malays – the major ethnic groups which make up1017
the current population of Singapore – will study Mandarin, Tamil and Malay as designated1018
mother tongues, whether or not these are in fact their home languages. These languages are1019
also, along with English, the official languages of Singapore, with Malay being the national1020
language (Kirkpatrick 2010, 2014b). While the language policy has been successful in regard1021
to English, with more than half of primary children recently reporting that English was their1022
main home language (Singapore Department of Statistics 2010), it has been less successful1023
with regard to the other languages. For example, ethnic Chinese are having difficulty achieving1024
high levels of literacy in Chinese (Goh 2009).1025

Generally speaking, we argue that the regional trend is for the promotion of the national1026
language and English at the expense of local languages. Table 1 summarises when English1027
is introduced into the curriculum in the 13 countries under review and the extent to which1028
local languages, other than the national language, are used as languages of education. We1029
stress that the table necessarily simplifies diverse and complex contexts.1030

In the context of foreign language learning, there is little evidence of the learning of1031
languages of Asian, other than official languages within the various countries in any of1032
the ASEAN + 3 countries. A notable exception is Singapore, which promotes its Asian1033
official languages, Mandarin, Malay and Tamil, designated as ‘mother tongues’ throughout1034
the education system, although with evidence of decreasing levels of attainment in these1035
languages and considerable evidence of shift especially from Chinese to English. The impact1036
of globalisation and the emerging myth of English as the only viable language for international1037
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communication seem to have led to a situation where bi- or multilingualism in Asian languages1038
is not a policy goal or seen as educationally or communicatively relevant. At the same time,1039
most countries of the region report ongoing problems in levels of attainment in English which1040
indicate that, in spite of widespread teaching of English, high-level attainment is restricted to1041
a relatively small elite.1042

3. Conclusion and predictions1043

In this article we have reviewed current language education policies in a selection of countries1044
in the ASEAN + 3 group. It has not been possible to give a detailed review of each country1045
so we have chosen to discuss five in some depth in the hope that this gives a representative1046
cross-section which illustrates the extraordinary diversity of the region. This diversity is, of1047
itself, diverse, with, at one end of the diversity spectrum, Indonesia being home to some1048
seven hundred languages and, at the other countries such as Korea and Japan which are1049
linguistically more homogenous.1050

We have focused exclusively on state educational systems and have therefore not considered1051
what is happening in the private sector. However, the trend there for the learning of English1052
and the creation of EMI schools is even more marked. It is becoming increasingly common for1053
the elite to choose an education through English rather than one in their own language. For1054
example, the majority of students studying in schools comprising the Hong Kong’s English1055
Schools Foundation, which provide an EMI education and which here originally established1056
to educate the children of expatriates, now come from local Hong Kong families. It’s as if1057
the parents are prepared to sacrifice fluency and high-level literacy in Chinese on the altar1058
of English. As the one time vice-chancellor of the University Hong Kong and renowned1059
historian of Asia has noted:1060

To actually forsake the public school system that teaches in your own language for the private one that1061
teaches in English is an increasingly common phenomenon (Wang 2007: xiv).1062

There is little doubt that the language education polices of the region are creating a further1063
divide between the privileged elite and the rest. There is a sad irony in this as those1064
implementing policies prioritising English at the expense of local languages are doing so in1065
the belief that they must offer English to all in order to give all an opportunity to participate1066
in internationalisation and modernisation. In fact, however, as countless research studies1067
have shown (see for example The UNESCO Report Education for All by 2015), the denial of1068
local languages as languages of education creates fundamental obstacles against learning1069
and progressing for students whose first language happens not to be the national language.1070
Denial of these languages also increases the likelihood of such students dropping out of school1071
(UNESCO 2007).1072

In this context, the dire shortage of human and material resources in the public systems1073
in many countries should not be underestimated. Only a decade ago, Martin described the1074
situation in schools in the rural Philippines as follows:1075
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To this day only 66.07% of elementary and secondary schools have electricity. 13.3% have landline1076
telephones. Only 2.9% have fax machines and 2% have internet access. In addition, 181,257 (out of1077
roughly 450,000) public teachers reported they had to bring their own tables to school; roughly the same1078
number brought their own chairs. A smaller number (9,292) reported that they brought desks and chairs1079
for their students (Martin 2005: 274)1080

We have noted above that the early introduction of English into the primary curriculum1081
along with the severe shortage of qualified English teachers, is leaving countless primary1082
school children across the region to be taught English by unqualified teachers with little, or1083
even no, proficiency in English. An attempt to address the divide between the urban middle-1084
class ‘haves’ and the poorer, rural ‘have nots’ has been made by the Korean government with1085
the introduction of the TaLK (Teach and Learn in Korea) programme. A major objective of1086
the the TaLK programme is to lessen the divide in the provision of English language education1087
between the urban rich and the rural poor. To do this, the programme employs native speakers1088
of English to teach in rural schools across Korea where they teach alongside Korean assistant1089
teachers. In a recent evaluation of the programme (Jeon, Lee & Lee 2015), however, the1090
researchers found that the programme actually benefited the native English speakers more1091
than the other participants, including the local students and teaching assistants.1092

We have shown that, despite the diversity and contextual complexities, two general trends1093
can be identified, namely that (a) the respective national languages are heavily promoted1094
within each nation and (b) that English is the first ‘foreign’ language introduced to the1095
curricula, and for many students the only language that will be available to them. There are,1096
however, exceptions to these trends. For example, Indonesia is the only country of the thirteen1097
reviewed that does not make English a compulsory part of the primary school curriculum.1098
This does not mean, however, that the languages of Indonesia are promoted as languages1099
of education, as, in the great majority of cases, the national language, Bahasa Indonesia,1100
is the sole language of education. The Philippines, with its recent adoption of a mother1101
tongue-based multilingual education (MTB-MLE) policy in place of the earlier bilingual1102
(Filipino and English) policy, represents a further example against the trend. However, there1103
remain some doubts about whether the MTB-MLE will be successfully implemented nation-1104
wide and whether the fact that the mother tongues – or the nineteen specified languages –1105
will become fundamental languages of education given that the policy only allows them as1106
languages of education for the first three years of primary schooling, after which English and1107
Filipino take over as the MoIs. Malaysia’s re-adoption of Malay and vernacular languages1108
as MoIs for maths and science subjects in place of English also represent a move against1109
the general trend. Finally Hong Kong and China itself make a striking comparison. While1110
Chinese robustly promotes the national language and English at the expense of other Chinese1111
languages, Hong Kong retains Cantonese as the MoI in primary schools. However, as we saw1112
above, the parental demand for English, fuelled in part by the great majority of Hong Kong’s1113
tertiary institutions being EMI institutions, means the demand for English at secondary level1114
has proved irresistible.1115

Despite the efforts of the Philippines and, to a lesser extent Malaysia, and while countries1116
such as Cambodia and Vietnam do offer some bilingual programmes to minority groups,1117
very few of the region’s local languages are being used as languages of education. At the1118
beginning of this article we raised three questions, namely:1119
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• will the implementation of regional language education policies be likely to lead to a1120
reduction in the number of Asians who are multilingual in Asian languages?1121

• will the diverse linguistic landscape of the region gradually be replaced by an1122
increasing trend towards monolingualism in the national language for the majority1123
and bilingualism in the national language and English for the elite?1124

• might the elite, in some cases, even develop English as their first language?1125

In conclusion, our rather pessimistic predictions, given the implementation of the policies we1126
have considered above are, generally speaking, that there will be a reduction in the number of1127
Asians who are multilingual in Asian languages as there are few opportunities to learn Asian1128
languages other than the official languages of the nation at any point in education. This has1129
the potential to lead to an increase in the number of Asians monolingual in their respective1130
national languages, with only members of the elite being bilingual in their respective national1131
language and English. Even though most of the countries of the region teach English to all1132
students, the low quality of programmes and the limited achievements of the majority of1133
students mean that only the elite in most countries is likely to achieve high-level abilities in1134
English. It appears also that some members of these elites in those countries where English is1135
already playing an institutional role (Singapore and the Philippines, for example) are moving1136
towards favouring English as their first language. We thus envisage a situation in which the1137
majority are monolingual in the national language and an elite are bilingual in the national1138
language and English becoming the norm for East and Southeast Asia.1139
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